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Eric, Asian Film Enthusiast presents: a review of the 2015 Thai horror film Black Death. Without looking up, I watched the
movie, and yet I donâ€™t know what Iâ€™ll write. Black Death. In 2013, director Chong Bu-Woo (I recently wrote about

him) filmed the terrible Harry Potter at Studio Pictures. The film was great. Everything was there: an exciting plot, atmospheric
music, cool actors. Unfortunately, despite the impressive special effects, even the most pretentious studios are not enough to

deal only with them. Chong showed other aspects of the film as well. Moreover, when viewing even stronger feel the fear. What
kind of Potter is there, before him, when such films exist. Black Death can be called an extreme thriller and horror, by and

large, it has. The plot itself boils down to the struggle of a big black monkey with a big white one. Mao-kata - that's what they
are called here. In addition to them, there is also a boy from India in the film. The boy is played by Wing Chun Li, very famous
for the films "Dragon's Gate", "Four Thrones", etc. Lamb looks very good in the cold. Edible. Eaten in five seconds, because.
very soft. While watching, and I watched for about twenty minutes, there was a feeling that the script was written for horror
films for teenagers. In general, not for children. But all this is hidden by mysticism and Thai nature. The main message is the

spirit of our time, and whether it has a chance of survival depends on everyone. How a black monkey dived from the sky in the
subway, how it runs after a white one, and how it fights fire. The plot is based on real events. This is not uncommon in Thailand.
The Hindu girl, stuffed with all sorts of devilry, is called Kim - and in her homeland, a man uses her name as a name for a small

amount of money to take for himself. There are two more dangerous Thais, one of whom is investigating the murder and is
suffering from an obsessive attraction to the poor girl. Compared to the "Harrypotter" everything is very moderate. By the way,
Charles Ruggles starred in the title role. It is likely that we will see a sequel soon, but how strong will it be? Cast: Kim Y. Lom

(Chung Bu-wee)
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